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Dear Readers.
Let me start by thanking all of our readers, who have
written and called us to congratulate us and express their
support for the magazine. I am especially grateful to the
diplomatic community in the UAE and the Business
Councils who have been coming forward with their
encouragement and advice. This is your magazine and we
are guided by your suggestions.
From this month onwards our Diplomatic News Section
will be more elaborate and this trend will continue to grow
as we continue to bring you more elaborate snapshot of the
news and current affairs from home and abroad with a focus on diplomacy.
The Coverage of National Days remains the highlight of our photo-pages
with some impressive events taking place in Abu Dhabi and Dubai. This month
we will also introduce you to the Ambassadors of Iran and Russia as well as the
Consul General of Sri Lanka. Our business section is continuing to grow as we
showcase the Business Councils that are working so wonderfully to make their
own contribution to diplomacy, this month you will meet with the President of the
Swiss Business Council. Highlighting the success stories of UAE has always been
our focus and one such wonderful success story has been Jumeirah Group, and this
month we introduce you to the Executive Chairman of Jumeriah Group.
We hope that you enjoy this month’s issue and I look forward to your continued
feedback.
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diplomatic news

uae

DUBAI–EUROPEANUNION

UAE jumps in
Global Economic
Ranking

Dubai-EU Trade
hits $21 billion
UAE became the only Arab country holding third and
the most advanced stage of competitiveness in the Global
Competitiveness Report 2012-13 released by the World
Economic Forum. The Global Competitiveness Report ranked
UAE 24th out of 144 countries. Classified as an innovationdriven economy, UAE has been placed alongside countries US,
Japan, Germany and Singapore.
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Dubai’s trade volumes with the European Union (EU)
has increased to Dhs77.2 billion during the first half of
the year 2012, according to the latest foreign trade report
released by Dubai Customs. While Dubai’s imports from
the EU reached Dhs61.2 billion in H1 2012, exports to the
EU rose over 15 per cent year-on-year to Dhs3.7 billion.
Independent observers expect trade will grow further as
the general economic outlook of United Arab Emirates
remains positive

news this month

GCC CONDEMNATION

GCC condemns Anti-Islam Film, urges calm

The Gulf Cooperation Council condemned an anti-Islam film as
well as the violence it has triggered. GCC Secretary General Abdullatif
al-Zayani in a statement said, “This film cannot be accepted or excused
as it abuses the feelings of Muslims and non-Muslims who reject
insulting prophets, religions and beliefs”. Zayani also “condemned
acts of violence against US embassies in some countries,” adding that
“our anger is no excuse to carry out such attacks that only serve the
low and suspicious aims of those who produced it.” The GCC chief

called for the issue to be dealt “wisely”. The entire Muslim world
has protested against the film and expressed their concern that such
incidents to incite public sentiment cannot be washed way under the
guise of right of self expression. Many observers have called upon an
increased level of dialogue between the Muslim World and the West so
that greater understanding can be developed based on mutual respect
and tolerance and those who incite hate should be discouraged and
held to account.

NATO

Rasmussen Wins 5th Term
(Brussels) – Anders Fogh Rasmussen has won a fifth and
final year as the Secretary General of the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization (NATO). According to an official
statement issued by the the all important Alliance, it said, “
following a process of consultations, Allies approved today
Secretary General Anders Fogh Rasmussen’s fifth year in
office, thus extending his mandate until July 31st 2014,” .
This comes at a time when NATO is taking crucial decisions
around the world particularly with an increased focus on the
expected US pull out from Afghanistan, and the increased
role for NATO. Observers believe that since Rasmussen
has maintained his seat within the all powerful Alliance of
nations it may also mean that there will be continuity of
the existing NATO policies and no drastic changes can be
expected.
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UNITED STATES – GCC

United States
discusses
Strategic
Cooperation
with GCC
(New York) – Foreign Ministers of Gulf
Cooperation Council (GCC) and the US Secretary
of State Hillary Rodham Clinton, held their second
Ministerial Meeting within the framework of ‘The
Strategic Cooperation Forum between the Gulf
Cooperation Council (GCC) member states and the
United States.’ Prince Abdulaziz bin Abdullah, Saudi
Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs was leading
the GCC’s delegation which also included GCC
Secretary General Dr. Abdulatif Al Zayani. UAE
was represented by Sheikh Abdullah bin Zayed Al
Nahyan at the meeting.
The meeting held on the sidelines of the 67th
United Nations General Assembly session, reviewed
the workflow of the ‘US-GCC Strategic Cooperation
Forum’ and ways to strengthen its role through
enhancing and boosting the strategic cooperation
relations between the two sides and the latest
developments in theregion and issues of common
concern.

DIPLOMATIC ENGAGEMENTS

Sheikh Abdullah
receives
Ambassadors
Minister of Foreign Affairs, H.H. Sheikh Abdullah received
Ambassadors of Security Council’s Permanent Members i.e. US, UK,
China, Russia and France. During talks with Ambassadors, Sheikh
Abdullah stressed that UAE hosts nationals of more than 200 countries
promoting the message of moderation and tolerance. Sheikh Abdullah
condemned the recent acts of violence which resulted in the killing of
US Ambassador to Libya, noting that the current unrest is a reaction to
the film insulting Prophet Muhammad (PBUH). He called on the UN
Security Council to take all necessary procedures to protect all faiths
from defamation.
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Business Diplomacy

Cityscape generates positive mood
in Real estate sector
Dubai: The mood was positive and
buoyant as real estate developers unveiled
plans for reviving some of their projects
paving the way for increased investor
confidence. H.H. Sheikh Maktoum bin
Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum,
D e p u t y R u l e r o f D u b a i , officially
inaugurated the 11th edition of Cityscape
Global, the Middle East’s largest and most
influential international real estate event.
Taking place at the Dubai International
Convention and Exhibition Centre, the
three-day event will put a spotlight on
exhibitor announcements and updates from
both UAE and international developers,
while also hosting four dedicated industry
conferences, investor roundtables, and an
extravagant gala dinner awards ceremony.
Upon cutting the ribbon, Sheikh Maktoum
toured the exhibition halls reviewing
several major international developers’
stands. He expressed pleasure about the
significant participation from companies
and corporations in this major event,
which highlights the progress architecture,
tourism, entertainment, sports
investments and other. He welcomed the
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exhibitors, wishing them good stay and
success in showcasing their products.
Independent observers but nationally and
internationally have been positive in their
reviews about the exhibition and have
regarded the successful exhibition as an
indicator of growth that is expected to be

visible in the economic climate of Dubai,
and the United Arab Emirates. Various
developers have launched some iconic
developments which remained the talk of
the town.

Business Diplomacy

Sheikha Lubna joins Rizwan Sajan to
open Danube’s 50M Industrial Complex
( Dubai) UAE Minister for Foreign Trade
was the Chief Guest at the official opening
ceremony hosted by the Chairman of Daube
Group, Mr. Rizwan Sajan. The ceremony was
organized to officially inaugurated a state-ofthe-art Industrial Complex and warehouse
unit at Technopark. Danube Group under
the dynamic leadership of Mr Rizwan Sajan
has been making tremendous progress over
the years and has grown from a single shop
to one of the largest build material companies
in the UAE and the region. Danube is now
a house hold name which has now become
a recognized as the leader in construction,

building materials, shop fitting industries
and home interior products. The Industrial
Complex oversees an investment of AED
50 million and the industrial unit will
help reduce UAE construction industry’s
dependence on imported finished products
as these will be custom-manufactured in
the complex. Strategically located to cater to
the GCC markets, the Industrial Complex
facility in UAE is spread across a total area
of 450,000 square meters. The facility will
accommodate an increase in inventory and
expanded shipping functions. The Industrial
Complex facility integrated with Warehouse

Management System (WMS) features four
value addition units measuring 150,000 square
meters. Speaking about the development,
the Chairman of the Danube Group, Mr.
Rizwan Sajan said, “At Danube, we believe in
improving service to our customers. With a
long-term strategic plan, the new investment
demonstrates our commitment to delivering
a broad range of innovative logistics solutions
throughout the country. Additionally, the
facility will see an introduction to new units,
thereby leveraging the growth of the industry
and creating job opportunities therefore
boosting the economy as a whole.
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Cityscape generates positive mood
in Real estate sector
Iranian Hospital in Dubai has started
exclusive VVIP services at its premises on Al
Wasal Road that would cater to Presidents,
Ministers, members of the Royal family
and other distinguished and highly placed
individuals.
Speaking about the latest
upgrades to the hospital, Director General of
the Iranian Hospital, Mr. Parvez Afshar said
that “ the new wards have been upgraded,
and fully equipped with high class equipment
and most advanced technology providing
world class services and standards. In
addition to the most modern facilities special
attention has also been given to creating a
soothing and relaxing ambience that would
be soothing for the patients needed care
and attention. All the doctors, nursing staff
and attendants have been trained to a high
standard and remain dedicated to providing
an excellent service to their patients”.
Explaining the services being provided to
the general public, Mr. Parvez Afshar said, “
the general ward and clinics of the Iranian
hospital have been treating the general
public from all walks of life for a number of
years, We pay special attention hygiene and
cleanliness and do our best to provide highly
professional services at the most reasonable
charges. The doors of Iranian hospital
are open to everyone irrespective of their
race, colour or nationality. We ensure that
everyone is treated equally and provided the
best possible service. We have taken special
care to keep our fees to a minimum so that
we remain within the reach of the financially
less affluent patients”
Mr. Parvez Afshar is a gifted person
with excellent administrative, human and
interpersonal skills and under his leadership
the hospital has established itself as one of
the leading healthcare institutions not only
in the UAE but also in the region.
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Diplomatic Events

dubai - UAE

saudi arabia

Cake cutting ceremony

Saudi National Day,
24th Sep 2012
H.E Emad Al Madani, Consul General of Saudi Arabia
hosted the National Day of Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
which was attended by a large number of distinguished
guests from the Business and diplomatic community in
the UAE

Saood Abdulaziz Kankazar, HE Klaus Ranner, Mohammed A. Ahli
Abu Baker Al Hamed (L), Dr Al-Naeemat

Shady Hassan (L), Haytham El Sherbini
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More images of this event are on our website:
www.thediplomatmagazine.com
If you would like us to cover your events, please contact us

HE Abdul Raheem (L), Guy C. Hughes, Tahir Fazal, Adam Donahue

photo feature

Mohammed Alsafi

Sameer Achcar(L), Youssef Hebbo, Joe Nassoura

HE Atiqullah Atifmal (L), Svetlin Seferionov

HE Moussa Ahmat Tadjadine, HE Qasem Radwan, HE Ismat Ageed Siddiq

HE Matsunaga Daisuke (L), Cheong Ming Foong

Mr & Mrs Gerard Seeber(L), Mounia Khelifi,
Walid Hareb Al Falahi, Moin Anwar

HE Atiqullah Atifmal (L), HE Rob Waller, HE Tariq Soomro, HE Young Jong Hong

Iqbal Usman, HE Abdul Raheem, HE Atiqullah Atifmal
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UN National Assembley

International Feature:

United Nations
67th Session ends
on a positive note.
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feature story

The International Diplomat spoke exclusively to the Consul General of Turkey in Dubai and Northern
Emirates and discussed the growing relationship between UAE and Turkey as well as the increased level of
trade and commerce between both nations.
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The 67th session of the U.N. General
Assembly kicked off on September 18
presided by Serbia’s former foreign minister
Vuk Jeremić who was elected on 23 June
2011 as President of the United Nations
General Assembly after beating Lithuania’s
Dalius Čekuolis.
While wrapping up the 66th session of the
General Assembly, the outgoing President,
Nassir Abdulaziz Al-Nasser, hailed a strong
and responsive General Assembly. He
stated that, “though there have been serious
conflicts, but there is also renewed hope, as
countries emerged from conflict to peace”.
He remarked that it had been a “remarkable
and momentous” experience, handing over
the gavel to his successor Vuk Jeremić.
Addressing the opening session President
Vuk Jeremic described the main theme of
the session is “Bringing about Adjustment
or Settlement of International Disputes or
Situations by Peaceful Means” and hoped
that this framework will usefully serve the
noble cause of preventing gathering conflicts
and resolving existing ones.
He added that maintenance of the
rule of law is also of prime importance
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explaining that, “Close to 800 years after
the Magna Carta was promulgated, many
people around the world still do not enjoy
the fundamental rights enshrined in that
seminal document; rights that protect
individuals, while enabling countries to
develop in peace and security, as sovereign
equals. I urge the Member States to agree
on a consensus document by the start of the
High-Level Debate on the Rule of Law in a
few days’ time.”
He outlined other important goals for the
session, that are: ensuring peace and security
as a means of enhancing development, a
focus before the Millennium Development
Goals’ deadline in 2015, achieving the
commitments made at the United Nations
Conference on Sustainable Development
in Brazil in June, progress on arms control
and disarmament, strengthening UN
peacekeeping operations, coordinating
global responses to non-state terrorism and
the promotion of human rights.
He emphasized said that the session would
prioritize what he characterized as ‘issues of
great concern, including the maintenance
of unity amongst UN member states.’ In his

acceptance speech, he said: I hope that our
joint endeavors may help to bring us closer
to the day when humankind shall have
assuaged its hurts and abolished its fears;
and, in so doing, to further the aspirations
of the peoples of the United Nations to save
succeeding generations from the scourge of
war. May it be the will of God that the next
session of the General Assembly goes down
in history as one of peace.”
In his speech at the opening ceremony,
UN Secretary-General, Ban Ki-moon said
that the General Assembly faces a long and
urgent agenda. Ban noted that the world
is in a period of unease and that, at a time
of rising unemployment, rising inequality,
rising temperatures, and rising intolerance,
“the United Nations must rise to the
moment.”
Ban also hailed the 193-member body’s
achievements amid the “complex challenges”
it faced over the past years. Ban briefed world
leaders about the goals of the session this
year, and urged on the need to boost U.N’s
“effectiveness” and “representativeness,”
in order to help it “cope with an era of
budgetary constraint and high expectations

feature story

from the people of the world.”
Following the opening session, world
leaders discussed some of the world’s
most critical challenges. Key political and
humanitarian challenges highlighted were
18-month-old conflict in Syria, Iranian
nuclear program, Anti-Islam movie, rule of
law, sustainable energy, crisis in the Sahel,
food security, U.N. reform and boosting
disaster prevention. The week-long debate
for world leaders will also see key meetings
on the conflicts in Mali, Democratic
Republic of Congo, Somalia and Yemen.
A few days before the session began;
international leaders arriving for the
summit expressed worry that three main
issues i.e. Iranian Nuclear Program, Syrian
Civil war and Anti-Islam movie could lead
to a wider international conflict, if not
addressed.
As perceived, Iranian President Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad said that the United States,
United Kingdom and France “violate the
basic rights and freedoms of other nations”
and called Israelis “uncultured Zionists.”
On other hand, U.N. and Arab League
envoy for Syria Lakhdar Brahimi warned
the Security Council that the Syrian civil

war was worsening, and Russia and China
still used their veto power to in opposition
to international intervention in Syria.
Moreover, similar to the previous year,
Palestinian Authority President Mahmoud

Abbas took up the issue of Palestinian
membership at the General Debate. The
move followed days of Palestinian protests
directed against the Palestinian Authority in
the West Bank cities of Bethlehem, Nablus
and Hebron.
All the representatives from 193 states
got an opportunity to talk about particular
issues related to their state or region, thus
bringing them to the notice of the leaders.
In addition to this, at the session
various European Union leaders, including
European Commission President, José
Manuel Barroso, High Representative of
the Union for Foreign Affairs and Security
Policy, Catherine Ashton, and European
Council President, Herman Van Rompuy,
were assigned to address high-level events
throughout the ministerial week on matters
ranging from Rule of Law, Syria, Iran, the
Middle East peace process, Libya, European
Neighborhood Policy, the Belgrade/Pristina
dialogue, Somalia, the Sahel, Sudan/South
Sudan, Least Developed Countries (LDCs)
and the Alliance of Small Island States
(AOSIS) to advance negotiations in the
run-up to the next round of international
climate negotiations, leading role of the EU
in development and food security challenges
to the G8 Global Alliance for Food Security
and Nutrition.
Summing up, session has given chance
to the world leaders to come together in
solidarity and show a political gesture of
goodwill to condemn wrongful acts and to
underline the ethical responsibility of all to
respect each other. Yet a lot of work needs to
be done to accomplish tasks stated out at the
session but gathering leaders of 193 states at
one platform shows the General Assembly
is the main deliberative, policy-making and
representative organ of the United Nations.
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International Feature

India Pakistan

International Feature:

moving closer towards peace
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feature story

As Indian Foreign Minister SM Krishna visits Pakistan, The International
Diplomat takes a look at how the revival of dialogue between India &
Pakistan can ensure peace and stability in the region, and pave the way
for economic progress.

Indian Foreign Minister S.M.Krishna visited
Pakistan between in September for 3 days, during
which he held number of important meetings with
President, Prime Minister as well as his counterpart
Foreign Minister Hina Rabbani Khar. He also
met with leaders of all major political parties. As
expected the visit attracted huge coverage in media
as after Mumbai attacks in 2008, the dialogue
between two countries had come to a near standstill
largely due to a reluctance on part of India to engage
with Pakistan. Although after the attacks attempts
were made to resume the peace process, but
advancements came to dead lock on the question
of bringing the perpetrators of the Mumbai
attack to justice. While India still continues to
press for action against the terrorists, yet at the
same time both sides are working to revise their
policies viewing the opportunities created through
economic engagement worldwide.
Neutral analysts have always held the view that
in an effort to forge peaceful coexistence between
the South Asian neighbors it is important not to
remain hostage to the past, and therefore observers
from both side of the border were welcoming this
visit by Foreign Minister Krishna. As a result of this
realization, last two years have been marked by the
countries making substantial progress in deepening

trade relations. This strategy has provided a window
of opportunity to the governments of both the
countries enabling them to deal more positively
with each other. Krishna’s recent visit to Pakistan
was a part of same effort.

Warm Welcome

On his arrival Krishna got a warm welcome from
Pakistan’s High Commissioner to India and former
foreign secretary Salman Bashir at the Chaklala
airbase. Krishna then called upon President Asif
Ali Zardari. During the meeting between two
leaders, issues of bilateral and regional importance
were discussed. Both the leaders were of the view
that finding amicable and just solutions to resolve
outstanding issues is important to ensure lasting
peace and stability in the region. They reiterated
the need for the two countries to make determined
efforts for friendly, cooperative and good neighborly
relations, treading the path of productive and
result-oriented dialogue. Later, Krishna held a
meeting with Pakistani Prime Minister Raja Pervez
Ashraf. During the meeting, Pakistani PM said
that his country is looking forward to a visit by
his Indian counterpart Manmohan Singh. Krishna
and Pervez Ashraf also talked about ways to carry
forward Indo-Pak relations. Meanwhile, leaders
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from Pakistan’s three main political parties
called on Mr Krishna. MQM delegation was
led by Dr Farooq Sattar, Senator Muhammad
Adeel led the ANP delegation and PML (Q)
delegation was headed by Senator Mushahid
Hussain Syed. During their meeting the
delegations discussed with FM Krishna
issues ranging from the resumed dialogue
process to promotion of trade.
FM Krishna discuss bilateral ties with
his counterpart FM Khar: External Affairs
Minister S.M. Krishna and his Pakistani
counterpart Hina Rabbani Khar held crucial
talks and reviewed the second round of
resumed dialogue with issues like terrorism
to be on top of the agenda. Other issues
include those concerning prisoners as well as
trade and border issues. At the conclusion
of the talks, Krishna and Khar said they
had reviewed the status of bilateral relations
and expressed satisfaction with the progress
made so far.
Both further expressed satisfaction over
the outcome of meetings on issues related
to counter-terrorism (including progress
on Mumbai trial) and narcotics control;
humanitarian issues; commercial and
economic cooperation etc.
Other issues such as the Wullar Barrage or
Tulbul Navigation Project; Sir Creek; Siachen;
Peace and Security, including confidence
building measures; Jammu and Kashmir; and
promotion of friendly exchanges were also
discussed, and progress welcomed.
Both ministers said the dialogue process
is guided by the commitment of leadership
of the two countries, expressed at the
highest level, to find peaceful and mutually
acceptable solutions to all outstanding issues
and to build a relationship of trust and all
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round cooperation between Pakistan and
India. They also expressed satisfaction at the
increase in high-level bilateral exchanges
between the two countries since their last
meeting in New Delhi in July 2011. The oneto-one meeting between Mr. Krishna and Ms.
Khar was followed by delegation-level talks
between the two sides during which India and
Pakistan inked an agreement to introduce a
new people and business friendly visa regime
and a Memorandum of Understanding to

enhance bilateral cultural ties.
For the first time, group tourism is made
part of the visa agreement which will also
have other new categories, including multiple
city one-year visas for businessmen and visaon-arrival for people aged 65 years. This
agreement will replace the old visa regime
that was signed in 1974. Both Ministers also
co-chaired the Joint Commission Meeting
which was revived in 2005 after a gap of 16
years.

feature story

Expressing her hopes for the positive
outcome of the meetings, Foreign Minister
Hina Rabbani Khar said, “We will not be
held hostage to history…. If you look at the
history of India and Pakistan we have missed
many opportunities in past and we don’t
want to lose any opportunity now”.
For his part, the Indian Foreign Minister
also talked about “convergence,” and stressed,
“let us not look back, let us not be held
hostage to whatever has happened earlier. I
think we will have to keep our sights to the
future. Let us look to the future. Let us walk
the talk together.”
Krishna’s Special Meeting with Chief
Minister Punjab, On the final day of his
visit FM Krishna visited Lahore where he
met with the Chief Minister of Pakistan’s
Punjab Province, Shahbaz Sharif, who also
represents Pakistan’s largest opposition
party, The Pakistan Muslim League (N) Both
leaders held detailed discussions on the
bilateral relations between both countries.
Krishna thanked Chief Minister Sharif for a
warm welcome. Before departing for India
from Lahore, Krishna visited Data Darbar,
memorial of Sikh King Ranjit Singh, Minare-Pakistan and Badshahi Mosque.

International Reaction to the
visit

The world community has welcomed
the positive developments between the two
South-Asian Nuclear states and positive
messages from United States and China were
conveyed to the leaders of both countries
through diplomatic channels.
The civil society on both sides of the
border also welcomed the development
and expressed the hope that both nations

will continue to pursue their commitment
towards carrying forward the dialogue
process with a view to resolving peacefully all
outstanding issues through constructive and
result oriented engagement, and to establish
friendly, cooperative and good neighborly

relations to ensure peace and stability in the
region.
There’s more work to do but the dialogue
process must go on. Cooperation should
be given preference over conflict today,
tomorrow and forever.
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malta

dubai - uae

H.E Anthony P. Tabone is joined by the Minister for the cake cutting ceremony

National Independence
Day of Malta 2012
H.E Anthony P. Tabone, The Consul General of Malta hosted
the National independence day of Malta at the Address
hotel. The impressive evening was attended by diplomats,
businessmen as well as noted UAE based personalities.
H.E Mohamed Al Qutami, Minister of Education grace the
occasion as the Chief Guest.
More images of this event are on our website:
www.thediplomatmagazine.com

Mr & Mrs Andriew Iles

If you would like us to cover your events, please contact us

Louisa Gambin (R), Brian Gambin, Roberia Hili (L)
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– Sundhir Kumar (L), Ammar Mohammed Tahir

photo feature

Mr& Mrs Chafic Haddad

Mr & Mrs Frank Camilleri

Anne Bach Hybel(L), Per Tangsgaard Jensen

HE Mohamed Al Qutami (L), H.E Anthony P. Tabone, Dr Mansoor Malik, (Chairman)

Anthony Peres(L), Dr Md. Mahmud-Ul-Hoque, Matsunaga Daisuke (CG Japan)

H.E Tariq Iqbal Soomro CG Pakistan and Wife

H.E Humaid Mohammad Obaid al Qutami Minister of Education
and H.E Fanus Schoeman

Simon Azzopardi (L), Franco Farrugia

Dr Mansoor Malik (L), Ian Gibbons, Karen Gibbons
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PAKISTANI NAVAL
SHIP DOCKS IN
DUBAI
A reception was held on board Pakistani naval
ship that docked in UAE waters as part of its
on-going journey in the region. The captain and
his team extend warm hospitality as to their
guests that included Defense Attachés’ , Consul
Generals as well as members of the Pakistani and
Emirati community. Speaking on the occasion
the captain paid rich tributes to the brotherly
relations between Pakistan and the UAE
More images of this event are on our website:
www.thediplomatmagazine.com
If you would like us to cover your events, please contact us
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Special: US Presidential Election

Obama & Romney

battle over economic visions
President Barack Obama and his
Republican opponent Mitt Romney faced
the nation in their first televised debate on
Oct 3, sparring over everything from taxes
to Medicare to the best way to revive the
U.S. economy. The debate at the University
of Denver centered on domestic issues,
as Obama accused Romney of trying to
resurrect some of the same policies that
contributed to the economic meltdown four
years ago, and Romney countered that the
president wants to “crush” the middle class
with tax hikes. Political commentators
and casual observers are of the view that
Romney’s aggressive approach to the debate
show his well-preparedness whereas,
Obama didn’t live up to his usual strong
performances on stage.
This was quite
an animated presidential debate and the
candidates clashed on everything from the
economy, taxation, the role of government
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in issues like health care and foreign policy.
President Obama attempted to dismiss the
plans by Mr Romney’s by labeling them
‘top-down
economics’
which would benefit the
wealthy but do little to
improve the life of the
common man.
Upon
hearing this, Mr. Romney
was quick to respond
and referred to President
Obama’s
economic
roadmap as primarily
consisting of ‘trickledown government’. He
also blasted President
Obama for not accepting
the
conclusions
of
the
Simpsons-Bowles
commission
on
the
deficit, which had been

set up by the White House, and said that he
should have pushed harder for Congress to
fine-tune the bill. “The President said he’d

feature story

cut the deficit in half. Unfortunately, he doubled it”, Mr.
Romney exclaimed. The President came out strongly
against Mr. Romney’s economic agenda and accused
him of being short on details, he said “Now, Governor
Romney’s proposal that he has been promoting for 18
months calls for a $5 trillion tax cut, on top of $2 trillion
of additional spending for our military. And he is saying
that he is going to pay for it by closing loopholes and
deductions. The problem is that he’s been asked over
100 times how you would close those deductions and
loopholes, and he hasn’t been able to identify them.
When you add up all the loopholes and deductions that
upper-income individuals can -- are currently taking
advantage of, you take those all away, you don’t come
close to paying for $5 trillion in tax cuts and $2 trillion
in additional military spending. Responding to this, Mr.
Romney said “My plan is not like anything that’s been
tried before. My plan is to bring down rates, but also
bring down deductions and exemptions and credits at
the same time so the revenue stays in, but that we bring
down rates to get more people working.
My priority is putting people back to work in
America. They’re suffering in this country. And we talk
about evidence. Look at the evidence of the last four
years. It’s absolutely extraordinary. We’ve got 23 million
people out of work or stopped looking for work in this
country. It’s just -- it’s -- we’ve got -- when the president
took office, 32 million people on food stamps; 47 million
on food stamps today; economic growth this year slower
than last year, and last year slower than the year before.
Going forward with the status quo is not going to cut
it for the American people who are struggling today.
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Mr & Mrs Petra and Dieter O. Franke

The Ambassador of
the United States of
American hosted a
Musical evening
H.E Michael Corbin, The Ambassador of the
United States of American hosted a Musical
evening which was attended by diplomats,
business leaders a well as the UAE based American
community who thoroughly enjoyed the evening
and the delightful cuisine

Nadia Hesdin & Christiane Waked

More images of this event are on our website:
www.thediplomatmagazine.com
If you would like us to cover your events, please contact us
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Mr and Mrs Gareth Jones , Mr and Mrs Raymond Tennant

Interview

Ali Hashmi and Angela Farida Migally

Saood Alenzi , Ali Shujaa

Nizar A Mouhanna, Rash Mr. and mrs
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The Ambassadors Group Photo

National Day of
Vietnam
The Ambassador of Vietnam to the UAE hosted
the national day of Vietnam in Abu Dhabi.
Distinguished guests on the occasion included
diplomats, businessmen and noted members of the
community
More images of this event are on our website:
www.thediplomatmagazine.com
If you would like us to cover your events, please contact us

Nguyen the Phong & Members of the embassy
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Interview

Mrs. Hong Nguyen & Mrs . Huong Nhuyen

H.E Salman Al Farisi, H.E MD.Nazmul Quaunine, Low Pit Chen

Mr & Mrs . Misbah Khan , Mr&Mrs Huib De Bliek

H.E Prof. Aam Krzymowski and wife Malgorzata
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Diplomatic Events: Afghanistan
The Consul General of Afghanistan in Dubai,
Mr. Atiqullah Atifmal hosted the National Day
in Afghanistan in Dubai which was attended by
diplomats representing various countries and a
large number of Afghan expats resident in Dubai
who were joined by notable Emiratis and expatriate
businessmen. UAE Minister for Education H.E
Humaid Mohammad Al Qutami was the guest of
honor.
More images of this event are on our website:
www.thediplomatmagazine.com
If you would like us to cover your events, please contact us
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